
Burning Dog (created by Hogan) 

Medium-Size Outsider (Chaotic, Evil) 

 

Hit Dice: 6d8+6 (33 hp) 

Initiative: + 6 (+2 Dex, +4 Improved Initiative) 

Speed: 40 feet 

AC: 17 (+2 Dex, +4 Natural) 

Attacks: Bite +8 melee 

Damage: Bite 1d8 +2 

Face/Reach: 5 ft. by 5 ft,/5 ft. 

Special Attacks: Heat, Howl of Fear 

Special Qualities: Immunity, Damage Reduction 10/+1 

 Scent, SR 10, Water Vulnerability 

Saves: Fort +6, Ref +7, Will +6 

Abilities: Str 15, Dex 14, Con 13, Int 9, Wis 12, Cha 8 

Skills: Jump +15, Hide +11, Listen +4, 

 Move Silently +13, Spot +4*, Wilderness Lore +1* 

Feats: Track, Improved Initiative 

Climate/Terrain: Any Land 

Organization: Pack 1-3 (1d20 in the Seven Hells) 

Challenge Rating: 5 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always Chaotic Evil 

Advancement: - 

 

Burning Dogs are huge fiery mastiffs about the size of ponies, which roams the fiery plains of the Seven Hells. With 

crimson flickering flames covering their bodies with a crackling fiery aura, eyes burning with a deadly golden light, and 

a huge bloodred maws drooling with sizzling spittle, the Burning Dogs are creatures that truly belong in nightmares. 

They have the own howling language, but also understand the common tongue of man and the Abyssal language. 

A few Burning Dogs exists "naturally" on the Prime Material Plane, usually the result of a rare elemental gate. Those can 

be found everywhere, but prefer hot fiery area like active volcanoes or lava-ridden dungeons, where the feel most at 

home. Those will usually create great havoc in their chosen area, sometimes teaming up with Fire Giants or taking 

control of a pack of Hell Hounds, rumored to be distant lawful relatives. No reproducing of Burning Dogs on the Prime 

plane has ever been recorded, but in the fiery lower planes, the Burning Bitch ones every decade gives birth to a litter of 

1d6 puppies which is burn with a crackling purple aura and 1 HD. Those who survive the dangerous surroundings during 

their upbringing, become adult within a year, gaining Hit Dices while their aura changes from the puppy purple to 

crimson adult. Although nobody no for sure, Burning Dogs are rumored to become a 100 years, although very few reach 

this age, as they will surely be killed by stronger members of the pack when the pecking order is reestablished. 

A Burning Dog is very rarely domesticated, mainly due to their highly chaotic and sadistic habits. Temporary 

partnerships can be achieved if the Dog sees possibilities, but when things go awry, the Dog are prone to terminate the 

agreement, often by burning the "partner" to cinders. This can also happen at random when the Burning Dog doesn't 

want to play along any longer. 

 

Combat 
A Burning Dog can stalk its prey for days if need be, but when its time for showdown, they prefer to warn their victim 

by giving out its eerie Howl of Fear filled with fury and bloodlust Thereafter, the Dogs will slowly approach the victim, 

letting him see it in all its fiery might and crumble in fear. Suddenly it will jump to attack, using its jaws with frightening 

force. A favorite tactic of the dog when assaulting a campsite is to jump into the middle of the bonfire, and from here 

carry on its attacks. Not only does it create a truly horrifying sight, but the flames will also grant it continually healing 

during the battle. 

When killed the Dog will continue burning, although now the flames will be fueled by the carcass itself, and soon there 

will only be a black empty husk left behind. 

Howl of Fear (Su) Freezes the muscles of the listeners with fear. Everyone within 90 feet must make a will save (DC 

15) or suffer a –2 penalty to all actions for 1 turn. 

Fire Immunity (Ex) The Burning Dog is completely immune to fire. Any fire effect will actually cure 1 hp of damage 

for every two points of damage it would otherwise deal. 

Heat (Ex) The flames covering the body pf the Dog, will deal 1d4 additional fire damage each round to everyone within 

5 feet. Whenever the Dog scores a hit in a melee, it also deals and additional 4 points of fire damage to the victim. 

Water Vulnerability (Ex) The Dog's greatest weakness is its vulnerability to water. A splash of water will deal it 1d4 

points of damage, making it howl in pain. If the Burning Dog should be truly submerged in water (requiring at least 15 

gallons or 68 liters), its fiery aura will be immediately doused. The result is imminent. The dog will seem to stiffen, then 

it pelt will start to crackle, and within no time, it will break apart, leaving behind a pile of black shards. These shards are 

highly appreciated by wizards, since they can be used for magical items, which involve fire. They are also a much 

treasured component for the spell of Summon Burning Dog. 

Skills Burning Dogs have a racial +3 bonus to Move silently checks. *They also receive a +7 racial bonus to Spot and 

Wilderness Lore when tracking by scent. 

 


